
Fire Systems™

Argonite

Suppress the Risk of Fire—Naturally
Chemetron Argonite System

Accelerating technological changes are transforming the way we live and 
conduct business. When planning and designing a fire protection system, 
consider that a Chemetron Argonite System can meet the safety and quality 
standards for challenging industry applications, and that Argonite has been 
tested and approved by regulatory bodies throughout the world.

Benefits of a Chemetron Argonite System:

•  Low installation, recharge and maintenance costs
•  Effective against fires in almost all combustible materials and  

flammable liquids
•  Lower ambient temperature storage 
•  Can be integrated with existing detection and alarm systems
•  Automatic or manual release
•  Total flooding application
•  Minimum downtime after a fire

Chemetron Argonite can be used in a wide range of applications:

•  Computer Operations
•  Control Rooms
•  Financial Centers and Banks
•  Rare Book Libraries
•  Record Storage Facilities
•  Switch Rooms
• Universities & Museums

 
Chemetron Argonite System components are manufactured to meet exacting 
specifications that follow strict quality controls. Our manufacturing process,   
certified within the international quality system, provides solutions that ensure 
reliability, security and continuity of service for our customers.. 

Approvals and Listings:

•  Underwriters’ Laboratories 
Canada (ULC)

•  Factory Mutual (FM)
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•  Museums and Archive Storage
•  Art Galleries 
• Offshore Oil and Gas Installations
• Petrochemical Installations
• Pharmaceutical and Medical Facilities
•  Substations/Control Rooms
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 Effective. Argonite is an inert gas that extinguishes fire based on the principle 
of oxygen depletion. In a closed space almost all fires are extinguished in less 
than 60 seconds when the oxygen concentration falls below 15%. Argonite 
reduces the oxygen concentration to approximately 12.5%, an acceptable level 
for human exposure over short periods of time.

Safe. Argonite extinguishes fire by physically removing oxygen from the 
atmosphere. In occupied areas, people can breathe Argonite at extinguishing 
concentrations without fear. There are no toxicological factors associated with 
the use of Argonite and it will not decompose or produce any by-products 
when exposed to a flame from a fire condition.

Fast-Acting. Most Argonite systems are designed to extinguish fires with a 
minimum agent concentration of 37.5% within one minute.

Eco-Friendly. At room temperature it is a colorless, odorless gas. It is 
environmentally neutral, having zero (0) Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) and 
zero (0) Global Warming Potential (GWP).

Recognized. By the top independent listing and approval agencies including 
ULC and FM.

We understand the challenges inherent in a competitive business environment. No company can afford the major interruption to 
its operations and financial repercussions that a fire, even a small one, can cause. Your ability to prevent or recover from a business 
disruption is critical and depends on selecting the best fire protection system and agent.

As a leader in the fire protection industry, we have brought to market many innovative products and extinguishing system design 
techniques. Chemetron designs and manufactures Low-Pressure Carbon Dioxide, High-Pressure Carbon Dioxide, FM-200®,  
3M™ Novec™ 1230 Fire Protection Fluid and Water Mist fire suppression systems and electronic control panels.

Our worldwide network of certified personnel and distributors have the training, experience and technical skills to provide you with 
all of the services needed to keep your people and property safe. In addition to providing the best in fire suppression systems, we 
also offer the following services: application engineering; inspection and testing; emergency repairs; hazard analysis; NFPA upgrades; 
safety, maintenance and operation site procedure; venting analysis; room integrity testing and more.

Chemetron Argonite Is...


